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Abstract: This paper presents a vertex-based solution for rendering real-time accurate reflections in quadric mirrors in dynamic scenes using CUDA and OpenGL. Our method, based on forward projection, exploits the global information of the vertices and textures as they are computed from its original positions, to their reflections points in the mirror, and finally, to the eye. This solution does not suffer from parallax or visibility issues, neither does it needs to deal with ray intersection. As viewers navigate through the scene, the reflection points are instantly recalculated, depending on the position of the camera. Thus, given a 3D scene, this method gathers all vertex, light, and texture information and computes them at every instance, finding the reflection points and rendering the reflections on the mirror surface. We also demonstrate the accuracy and performance of our method by rendering two sample scenes.

1 INTRODUCTION

Rendering non-planar reflections at real-time speed has been a real challenge since the render-to-texture technology and other recent advances became available in computer graphics. Although faking reflections in environment maps have been widely used as a solution to render reflections in real-time (Blinn and Newell, 1976), (Greene, 1986), (Haeberli and Segal, 1993), (Voorhies and Foran, 1994), the human eye perceives what is wrong in a 3D scene. If a reflection is fake, the user will easily notice. Recent games offer fast and dynamic graphics that are close to photorealistic, however, the computational cost of drawing a physically possible reflection in a non-planar mirror, even using GPU parallelism, is still very high.

Although techniques have been used to render perfect reflections using raytraced systems ((D. Roger, 2007),(Parker et al., 2010)) or using cubemapped orthogonal views to a sphere ((Roger and Holzschuch, 2006), (Estalella et al., 2006), (Estalella et al., 2005)) such methods do not apply to our projection model. Despite the growth of ray tracing capability and performance through time, ray tracing is not suitable for forward projection using non-central catadioptric systems, moreover, the rendering of efficient complex dynamic scenes via ray tracing in real-time is still a difficult task.

For this paper, we rendered a 3D scene where the accurate reflection point for each vertex, at every instance, is projected in a curved mirror. Our rendering workflow is vertex-based and the reflection is generated by connecting fans of textured triangles that correspond to vertices in virtual objects in the scene. Virtual objects are clones of the original objects, but finely tessellated (the closer to the reflector, the higher the tessellation is). These objects are only rendered during the reflection and their vertices are only used to find the reflection points. The idea of our method when handling with dynamic scenes, is that after the pre-processing stage, it only needs to account for camera position and animated vertices to render a complete reflection. We address the problem of estimating the reflection point that belongs to the surface of the mirror where light is projected from a 3D point in the direction of the camera (forward projection), which is similar to the ray casting system.

We thus present a novel approach to the computation and rendering singular-bounced reflections in quadric mirrors which is unique in finding accurate reflection points at a good speed. Additionally, to prove the usefulness of our approach, we built an interactive development kit for toys and particles, so that in 3D scenes containing a reflector, objects can be added and animated. The reflectors that are addressed by our method are quadric shaped (spheres, spheres...
ellipsoids, paraboloids and hyperboloids). We introduce a method that computes only the most relevant vertices at each frame to maintain visual accuracy and save computational costs.

Our main contributions are: the speed of our algorithm rendering a full scene with accurate reflections in curved mirror (the parallelism, possible due to vertex independence, allows the GPU to perform searches for many vertices at the same time); the time-saving operations made to the algorithm to maintain the reflection accuracy with reduced computational power - the CPVV - which is an approach that only computes the most important vertices and discard the other ones to preserve reflection accuracy, and a Painter’s Algorithm approach regarding vertex occlusion.

2 RELATED WORK

Blinn and Newell introduced Environment and Sphere Mapping techniques to take specular reflections. These methods (Blinn and Newell, 1976) can speed up a curved reflection, however, the reflection is inaccurate and may suffer from parallax issues. For faking reflections, an alternative is the Image-Based Lighting proposed in (Bjorke, 2004), which consists in adding shader calculations, for placing objects inside a reflection environment of a specific size and location. This technique provides higher quality, however, it does not solves parallax issues at low distance from the reflector.

Accelerated ray tracing methods have been implemented on the GPU to compute specular reflections with good performance, though it only suits non-dynamic scenes (Purcell, 2004). (Ofek and Rapport, 1998) also proposed an interesting solution for rendering interactive reflections on curved objects. For every vertex in the scene, an explosion map accelerates the search for a triangle used to perform the reflection. This solution is efficient, but has minor artifacts. In (Szirmay-Kalos et al., 2005) a ray tracing based method that achieves real-time speed is proposed for curved mirrors, yet, when dealing with poorly tessellated objects lacks of accuracy in the reflection. ((Estalella et al., 2005), (Estalella et al., 2006), (Roger and Holzschuch, 2006)) proposed an interesting cube-mapped based method for very accurate reflections intended for pinhole cameras. The vertices in the scene are computed to pre-processed cube maps around the mirror, but again, it fails to be accurate when the objects in the scene are poorly tessellated. Other techniques have shown the use of texture maps to build and draw reflections, with the aid of OpenGL (McReynolds et al., 2000). More accurate methods have already dropped the use of environment mapping and stepped into ray traced methods. The most important, but not suitable for forward projection, is Optix (Parker et al., 2010), a ray tracing engine for highly parallel architectures.

Ray tracing is an inherently parallel technique but, despite this fact, the shared memory management is difficult, mainly if an efficient GPU implementation is aimed, since it is primarily designed for streaming polygon rasterization (Purcell, 2004). As mentioned by (Wald et al., 2003), (Woop et al., 2005), (Carr et al., 2006), since most ray tracing algorithms use pre-processed acceleration data structures (for static models), ray tracing is not suitable for dynamic scenes.

Dynamic environments can be treated combining pre-computation and warping (Meyer and Loscos, 2003), and they can also be used to compute recursive specular reflections (Hoy et al., 2002). The above methods do not provide satisfactory results when the viewer is close to the reflector too.

On another hand, the GPU availability to carry extra workload closes an huge set of shading and light limitations, increasing the dynamism and realism in modern games. Accurate specular reflections are becoming a widely common effect in fully dynamic scenes. Thus, as mentioned above, the use of environment mapping methods is decreasing over time, meaning that if a dynamic scene has to be as real as possible in real-time, is easier to use a multipass technique rather than pre-compute data.

Most of the techniques to trace the light path rely on pixel and rays computations, and depend on global geometry approaches to handle the reflection. The computational cost for rendering a reflection grows as complex illumination and dynamic effects are added, so as with ray intersection and glossy highlights. The use of geometry/vertex and pixel shader have been widely used to render reflections. Usually, the vertex program estimates a triangle for the projection region and the fragment shader renders the projection region out of the bounding triangle. Such method is easy to compute and provides good results, however, is difficult to implement using our projection model.

Nonlinear Beam Streaming on the GPU has been proposed and used as a reliable competitor with ray-tracing (Liu et al., 2011). This approach is based on polygon rasterization and produces fast and accurate results at rendering nonlinear global illumination effects such as curved mirror reflection, refraction, caustics, and shadows. This method proves to be more suitable than raytracing when handling with dynamic scenes.
3 ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

In the diagram of figure 1 we summarize our algorithm pipeline.

Initially, all static meshes are loaded and the position of each vertex is stored for immediate distance calculations. Virtual objects are created for every loaded mesh and the tessellation level given to a virtual object depends on the distance to the mirror. Since every virtual mesh is divided in simple geometries, one virtual object may have different tessellation levels, the created virtual objects will be invisible, but the virtual vertex information will be used to compute high order reflections. In this pre-realtime stage, texture information must be assigned to the vertices of the mirror, so that when realtime begins, the minimal amount of information is needed to compute and render a full reflecting sphere. If an object has a texture associated to it, the same texture ID is linked to the reflection vertices that represent that mesh. A similar process is used to link color and light information to the reflection points if the matching virtual vertices have no texture. To enhance performance, all of the vertex data that compose the reflector is stored in high performance graphics memory. To reduce the number of function calls, no pixel data is needed.

3.1 Pre-Realtime

In this algorithm, we first render the lightmaps of the geometry with proper illumination, these lightmaps will be used as textures in the reflector - this is done in an offline step. Access to texture memory is optimized in a CUDA kernel, so it does not delay the program execution and avoids the traditional graphics pipeline fixed-function limitations. The vertices positions are then copied onto the GPU during the initialization step. The 3D scenes presented in this paper has dynamic lighting and shadowing applied. Also, the static objects are textured with precomputed lightmaps, which suffer from some direct illumination from the dynamic lighting. At this point, no projections to the reflector were already calculated, running at approximately 644 fps with a low-polygon scenario. Although dynamic lighting is applied to the objects, the light contribution in the reflector may suffer variations if the objects are extremely exposed to a light source. Before the context is created, the data that describes the scene is extracted and labeled so that, at the time of the reflection points calculations, each vertex of the reflector is already associated with a position in a texture and with nearby vertices.

Our algorithm handles low-polygon and well tessellated objects. In the case of low-polygon meshes, a virtual object for this mesh will be created - as explained before, the virtual object associated to a mesh will divide it into finely tessellated simple geometries with \( n \) vertices and afterward these virtual vertices positions are stored in VBOs. For every vertex stored, a set of values is associated to it: a 2D coordinate is stored in shared memory in a buffer with all necessary Texture Coordinates useful for reflecting textures and an \( id \) of the mesh and division associated to the vertex, and consequently, to a texture.

In this paper we implemented a novel method that only computes a few necessary points at each frame. In order to reduce the computation workload, at every frame, only the borders of a virtual object will be projected onto the mirror. The virtual vertices with less then four neighbors are labeled as CPVV (Constantly Projected Virtual Vertices). While the CPVV
remaining vertices are drawn as a triangle fan with N-2 triangles, being N = VertexCount - CPVVCount. By applying this process, only the most imperative vertices that guarantee the visual accuracy of the reflection are computed at each frame, however at a close range from the reflector, artifacts can be seen, such as discontinuities in parts of the reflection. To improve performance, this function has a tunable value that defines if the non CPVV points are to be projected less often, or more often for better quality. The stage of choosing the adequate points to be CPVV happens right after the virtual objects creation, thus providing enough data to begin the realtime application, where the algorithm now only needs to account for camera and animated vertices positions. This smart allocation of computational resources produces gains in performance when rendering in real-time. In order to guarantee fast access to vertex data, all animated objects have their vertex positions updated in the same memory space as the CVPP, since these points will be constantly projected, even upon camera movement.

3.2 Projection Model

The Forward Projection Model used in our renderings is based on the Quadric Intersection Method presented by Goncalves (Goncalves, 2010) and Goncalves and Nogueira (Goncalves and Nogueira, 2009). The three main inputs are:

- 1) a quadric surface reflector, defined by the following quadratic equation:

\[ x^2 + y^2 + Az^2 + Bz - C = 0 \]  

where the coefficients A, B and C are arbitrary scalars. This parameterization of the quadric mirrors comprises rotationally symmetric mirrors such as spherical, parabolic, hyperbolic and elliptic. The quadric mirror can also be expressed by a quadric matrix \( Q \), in homogeneous coordinates, such that the point \( x = [x \ y \ z \ 1]^T \) belongs to quadric \( Q \) if and only if respects the equation \( x^T Q x = 0 \).

- 2) the camera center of projection (COP), which is considered to be placed at the point \( \text{COP} = [c_x \ c_y \ c_z \ 1]^T \).

- 3) and the 3D point to be projected (object point), that is defined as \( p = [X \ Y \ Z \ 1]^T \).

As illustrated in figure 2 the incident ray intersects the reflector surface at the reflection point \( R \), where the light ray is projected to the camera along the reflected direction.

As stated by the Quadric Intersection Method ((Goncalves, 2010) and (Goncalves and Nogueira, 2009)) an additional constraint on the reflection point is imposed, allowing a much faster way to search for the reflection point. This constraint imposes that the reflection point belongs not only to the reflector surface but also to an analytical quadric, whose expression depends exclusively on the geometry of the projection (center of projection and 3D point to be projected). Since the searched reflection point belongs to these two quadrics, it shall be searched in their intersection, which has only one dimension. This characteristic turns the method much faster than other reflection methods like Law of Reflection or Fermat Principle.

As proved in (Goncalves, 2010), the parametric curve given by the intersection algorithm is a function of only one parameter, say \( \lambda \). Although nonlinear, the curve can be searched for the point where the total distance traveled by the light is minimum, stated by the Fermat Principle.

Therefore, the reflection point \( R \) belongs to the quadric reflector \( Q \) and also to the analytical quadric \( S \), whose expression is given by (Goncalves, 2010):

\[ S = M^T Q^* Q + Q^* M \]  

where the matrix \( Q^* \) is the absolute dual quadric and \( M \) is a skew-symmetric matrix that depends on the center of projection of the camera and the 3D point to be projected. \( M \) is expressed by:

\[
M = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & c_z - Z & -c_y + Y & c_y Z - c_z Y \\
-c_z + Z & 0 & c_x - X & -c_x Z + c_z X \\
-c_y - Y & c_x - X & 0 & c_x Y - c_y X \\
-c_x - Y & -c_y + X & c_y Y - c_x X & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3)

For the general case, the parameterization obtained involves the solution of a polynomial up to the 8th degree.

Another method for the computation of the reflection point through curved mirrors, and also using forward projection, was proposed by Agrawal, Taguchi and Ramalingam (Agrawal et al., 2011). Although
both methods are presented as a problem of solving an 8th degree polynomial, our preliminary experiments showed that the Quadric Intersection Method has better performance than the former one. Both methods can, however, be used in our algorithm to render accurate reflections in quadric mirrors.

4 DETAILS OF THE ALGORITHM

We here present the details of our algorithm by rendering two different game environment scenarios running at an average speed of 143 fps. The first testing environment is a room filled with toys with different shapes and the other scene is a well lit corridor.

The Quadric Intersection Method ([Goncalves, 2010] and [Goncalves and Nogueira, 2009]) that finds the reflection points is now implemented on the GPU, using OpenGL interoperability with CUDA on an Intel Core i7 3.4GHz with a GeForce GTX680 card.

In this section we start detailing our approach. Our approach is based on approximating the reflector by a polygonal mesh stripped with triangles. Before dealing directly with the reflection, our algorithm scans the scene for every object, creating virtual vertices and labeling the most important ones for permanent reflection, as explained in section 3.

4.1 Parallel Computation

During run time, the virtual vertices to be computed do not rely on other vertices. This independence allows the program to GPU parallelism. Because the point projections are drawn with triangles, after at least three vertices are projected, the algorithm only needs one point to draw a new triangle. The new vertex is indexed to the other two previously vertices that already share a triangle with another vertex. Using this method we ensure that all vertex positions are updated fast enough when rendering a new frame.

The program calls parallel kernels (simple functions that make arithmetic operations) so that the kernel executes in parallel across a set of other parallel threads. A streaming of virtual vertices is thus a thread block - a set of concurrent threads that can cooperate among themselves through barrier synchronization and shared access to a memory space private to the block. In this context, a virtual object in the scene is programmed as a grid, i.e., a set of thread blocks (vertices) that may be executed independently and thus may execute in parallel. Since the algorithm to find the reflection points is actually a bunch of arithmetic operations, the kernel is called to perform the majority of the operations. Particularly, each thread checks if the corresponding vertex satisfies the given properties to be later projected, and if so, it sets the value representing the property for all immediate successors of the vertex.

As for the algorithm performance, it is limited by memory bandwidth since, for each vertex update, only few instructions are executed. The quadric intersection method used to find the reflection points is a straightforward set of hierarchical operations dependent on each other. Calling the CUDA kernel ensures that all arithmetic operations as computed in parallel for several vertices.

Upon the static data is processed, the context is created and the real-time calculations begin while the scene is rendered. At each frame, the position of the camera is updated and accountable for calculations, and the static objects are drawn. If the CPVV is enabled, the rendering will speed up and the most noticeable and animated vertices will be drawn to maintain visual accuracy.

For convenience, the render of the reflection is the last one to be drawn. The rendering stage begins with no updated information about the reflected vertices coordinates, which happens while the objects are being rendered. This is not considered to be a two-pass rendering, but as a single render pass that suffers from an extremely small standby, while switching to fixed functionality to execute the last operations to find the reflection points.

4.2 Vertex Independence

The projection method used in this paper is based on a geometric cost function minimization, therefore, the projection of a point is accurate and independent of the remainder scene, only using the surrounded information for the tessellation step. The output of our application is a mirror surface that reflects a whole scene, built with vertices connected by a fan of textured triangles, after the first frame the reflection points positions are updated and translated. At the end of the first instance, every virtual vertex in the scene has a reflection point associated to it, that is a vertex position with a constant 2D texture coordinate or a rgb color in the case of no texture association. After that, during the execution time of the visualization, each virtual vertex is always connected to the same reflection point.

All projected vertices are stored in VBO’s. The algorithm used to create virtual objects divides an object in simple polygons, if possible. Simple meshes like planes and cubes are easier to deal with - as an
example, if a low-polygon cube mesh with eight vertices is loaded to the scene, the algorithm will divide it in six planes and assign virtual vertices to each one depending on their position relatively to the reflector. In a relatively far distance from the mirror, a plane would be divided in a 4x4 grid with 25 vertices and 32 triangles. If the same plane is closer to the reflector, it will have a larger vertex and triangle count.

4.3 Rendering

The rendering process counts on polygon rasterization and texture/color fetch, leaving the GPU in charge of drawing everything, where the GPU proves to be well suited for streaming polygon rasterization, instead of pixel/ray computations. Our algorithm deals easily with the streaming of particle systems. Each particle is accountable as a vertex in 3D space. The reflection of particles is drawn as a 3D texturized polygon, exactly like the drawing in the 3D space, keeping the algorithm simple and able of rendering dynamic effects.

As explained earlier, to avoid a double rendering pass and improve the performance, the calculation of the reflection points is done at the same time of the scenario rendering. Thus, when the camera position changes, vertices are computed and the only element that is updated is the position of the reflection points on the mirror, as the assignment of texture coordinates remains the same. Finally, the reflection points are stripped on reflector with small textured triangles.

As mentioned in the introduction, the examples in this paper combine OpenGL and CUDA. The use of such tools facilitate the minimization of communications across the PCIe bus and speeds up the rendering time, enabling primitive restart, drawing primitives such as triangle fans or strips that only use textures.

4.4 Occlusions

An approach based on the Painter’s algorithm handles all visibility issues in our application. The visual appearance of the mirror upon rendering shows an imperceptible layer of small triangles connected by vertices, however, not all of these vertices are connected.

The projected triangles from closer objects, being highly tessellated, fill the respective space in the reflector, thus occupying a larger diameter and covering hidden spaces of other objects. When the distance between reflections of different objects is very small, the projected points are all computed regarding the same value for the mirror geometry (namely the radius), however, by using this Painter’s algorithm based approach, the reflection of closer objects to the reflector will have their reflection point positions multiplied by a very small value. When handling with a finely tessellated scenario containing very complex meshes, small artifacts are visible with camera proximity to the mirror. For convenience, the objects nearest to the reflector are drawn last, overlapping the reflection of distant objects.

4.5 Limitations

As for the limitations of our approach, we identified some issues to be addressed. Our rendering method suffers from a speed loss at a point of the workflow, when the scene is overly tessellated (over 12000 vertices or 5000 CPVVs). When adding a new object to the scene, its rendered reflection will, at least, last 24 frames to appear on the reflector surface. This happens due to the fact that a virtual object has to be created for the new added one. So the algorithm has to fetch its textures and vertex positions in order to input this object in the real-time calculations and rendering. However, if the object is animated, the rendered reflection will not have a noticeable latency.

Another limitation is the computation of unnecessary points, due to occlusion issues. Occluded vertices to the reflector are computed as well, despite of being invisible and the self occluded part of the reflector is computed and projected as well, even with the CPVV method enabled. This problem will be solved in the near future with a different approach to invisible vertices.

Finally, another limitation that will be addressed in the future, is the non-reflection of animated dynamic shadows. This means that, if a new animated object is added to the scene, the shadow will not be considered as reflection, only the object will be projected. In a near future we will deal with this limitation with the creation of virtual shadows for each new object. Still, the rendering process is reasonably faster with no dynamic lighting applied.

Figure 3: The left image shows a close-up view from the surface of the mirror reflecting a streaming of particles. Due to the particles proximity to the mirror, the reflected particles do not belong to the surface of the mirror. On the other hand, the image on the right shows that, from a distant camera position, yet, still a close view, the particles reflection have no visible artifacts.
In future work, we intend to rebuild the rendering pipeline with multipass in order to test possible performance and quality gains. By rendering a singular pass, the CUDA/OpenGL interoperability uses asynchronous mapping of a buffer within a stream of virtual vertices, allowing the rendering to be extremely fast, giving no need for another render pass.

5 RESULTS

We present the results of our approach for two different scenes: one representing a room filled with toys, the other representing an ancient environment (Figure 4). The frame rates (indicated at each image legend) may arise if the CPVV mode is enabled. The images below show renders computed using our method after finding the reflection points for every virtual vertex in the scene. When the CPVV is enabled, only 25% of the virtual vertices are computed at every frame, where the remaining ones wait for considerable camera movements to be computed again. This technique thus highly accelerates the renderings. For reference purposes, we simulated the same ancient environment with ray tracing with no real-time speed.

The results of our method show that, when handling with complex scenes with dynamic effects, the reflection up to 15000 points will guarantee real-time frame rates and a higher image quality. The tessellation level assigned to the virtual objects is scalable and easily adaptable to other scenes. Figure 6 shows our algorithm reflecting several objects at 49 fps. Also, the CPVV is enabled and is responsible for only computing important vertices. Upon significant camera movement, the remaining vertices will also be computed - at this time, the frame rate will decrease to near real-time speed until the projection of these points is completed and at that time the frame rate will increase again.

When comparing our method to the ray traced reference (Figure 5), the visual aspects look very similar, although, the raytraced image took 12 seconds to render while the image rendered with our method was running at 203 fps. However, small artifacts can be seen using our method by zooming the image, such as some straight lines that should be a curve of the reflector. These artifacts may be visible when the scene is not well tessellated (only 1200 vertices on this case). Nevertheless, the overall quality of the image is sufficiently good and extremely fast.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our approach is simple and nearly perfectly accurate for real reflections. It organizes and simplifies the data to be projected and its computation, in a way which makes excellent use of GPU parallelism. The reflection on the mirror surface is flickering-free and highly tessellated, the pre-computation phase is also fast and almost only depending on texture fetching.

The experiments show that our method provides very similar results to ray tracing and GLSL approaches, with real-time performance and real reflection accuracy. Furthermore, the algorithm speeds up rendering, taking advantage of GPU parallelism, allowing users to tune the accuracy of the reflections. As an outcome, our approach is favorably fast and produces fine results.

In terms of limitations, our algorithm requires a reasonable amount of preprocessing before rendering a scene on the reflector. Also, we do not deal with occlusions as it is usually done, using any kind of buffer. When computing the reflection, the farther objects to the reflector are computed and drawn first. We strongly believe that these limitations can be overcome in the near future. Despite the results were not as fast as cube-mapped techniques, the accuracy in our method is always proper with objects at any range.

Future directions include to further optimize the computation of the forward projection model solution. In the field of graphics we intend to test these methods and compare them in the rendering of images with specular objects represented by arbitrary surfaces that could be approximated by quadrics. We also intend to implement our method entirely on the pixel shader to test performance gains.
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